
The Santan tlJ :Pt in the T6tatsu-kiko ~-fflfi 
(Travels 1n East Tartary) 

By 

Kurakichi SmRATORI 

The Nerchinsk Treaty of 1689 concluded between Russia arid China which 

ceded to the latter the basin of the Amur ri~er 011 conditiort of opening trade was 

designed by Russia because she believed that trade with China was sure to com

pensate amply for the cession of the territory. As the treaty went into effect, 

however, detrimental restrictions were successively ·presented by China so that 

Russia was unable to realize any profit and her original objective was completely 

defeated. Hence Russia's subsequent policy towards· China, after this failure, 

was solely that of recovering lost territory. The visit of Russian ships to the shores 

of the Kurile Islands, Yezo, and Karafuto (Sagalien), in the last years of the To~u• 
gawa . Shogunate, notably during the eras from. Temmei to Bunkwa, was on·ly · a 
manifestation -of this policy, because Russia was intent on the gradual invasion 

of the course of the Amur river by land and sea,..;.....first occupying Y ezo which had 

been long neglected by Japan and establishing there her base in the East and 

synchronizing her attack from Far Wes~ern Siberia. The Shogunate, scenting 

this amqition _on the part· of Russia and realiziag the urgent necessity of defend-

. ing the northern frontier, picked up talented men both in and out of office, and 

made them investigate and explore Y ezo. As the men thus appointed wer~ mostly 

genuine patriots. willing to risk their Jives for the sake of their country artd deter~ 

mined· to· discharge their duties at all costs, they made a careful . and exact record 

of everything they investigated, relating not only to geography, tribes., populations, 

· products, but also customs, manners, fauna, and flora,· and presented it to the 
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Shogunate. Their objective was entirely military and political in the cause of na

tional defence; their efforts, however~ incidentally served to increase the knowl

edge of the Japanese people cqncerning Y ezo and to contribute considerably 

to the progress of science. The objective of exploring the northern Y ezo (Sagalien) 

being likewise to improve national defence, it was most urgent to investigate . 

. the extent of this territory and the manner of bordering on Russia and China. 

Rinzo Mamiya . R=fl 1; it ifi who was appointed tp explore .Sagalien keenly felt 

this necessity. Though without the bounds of his official commission, Mamiya, 

at the risk of his life, crossed the channel single-handed, landed on the continent, 

and investigated the lower course of the Amur river .. The journal in which he 

gives the details of this explo,ration is the work in question .... the Totat.m-kiko 

Jl~~ft (the Travels of East Tarta1y). His expedition definitely proves that Kara

futo was, not a peninsu1a as had been believed to be up to that time by westem~rs 

as well as by the Japanese, bu(really an isolated island. Though an important 

achievment in the military, and political points of view, but geographically~ this was 

certainly a discovery worthy of almost world reputation. Moreover, the reg;ion 

called San-tan .Uj :Pt in the possession of China had been till then so vaguely put 

that some people even imagined it to make an overland boundary with Karafuto 

in our possession. It was. now distinctly defined by Mamiya's expedition. It was 

no doubt the next greatest discovery after that of the Mamiya channel. Since 

Sieboldt translated the Totatsu-ldko _!:l:i :JI~ fi into German 1~ his Nippon, and in

troduced it to the academic world of Europe, Leopold von ScHRENGK, i:n. his 

masterpiece Die Volker des Amurl{Jtules, has quoted the account of this w9rk and 

com:mented upon it. More recently, Mr. Yoshimi SHIMADA lib BJ "fr;J- has written an 

article entitled Kaisetsu 1W rot (Expostulation) included in the Totatsu-kiko published 

by the South Manchurian Railway Compa,ny, in which he has discussed and ex

plained the contents of the work. However, the present writer is of the opinion 

that ·the expostulation of this. work has yet much to be supplemented. Hence, 

in further praise of Mamiya's achievements, he has made the present investigation 
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of the account of Santan Lll ft which forms the principal part of the classical work 

in question. 

The Santan appeared of a_ sudden like a comet towards the end of the Toku-
~ 

gawa Shogunate, arrested attention for a time and passed away no one knows when 

until few knew even their name. To .. day they have become a thing of the past. 

On the other hand, probably because the Ainus adjoining the Santan district and 

the memory of that day is still retained, the Ainu Dicti.ona.ry by BA·rcHELOR gives 

Santan--kuru -1r Y !J Y :Jl Iv as Manchus a:nd Santa11-moshid ·tr· 1/ :9 >' -'t:'- ~-,,, l). as 

Manchu district. Moreover, DoBROTWORSin's Ainu-Russian Dictionary assigns · 

Santan to Giljak. This term Giljak here does not refer as it now commonly does, 

to that particular tribe inhabiting the estuary of the· Amur river an.d the northern 

part of Karafuto (SagaHer1 Island), bu.t it is a general term applied to :;1.ll such tribes 

as the Golde, Olea, Keakla, and Gilemi. How is it that one identical word Santan 

is thus interpreted in two different ways? The explanation may be that BATCHELOR 

relies upon the Ainu language of the Hokkaido, while DoBROTWORSKI depends upon 

that of Karafuto. Be that as it may, the-two views are of considerable importance, 

as will be discussed later ; but this tex_t being too obscure, Santan in the last stage of . 

the Shogunate cannot adequately be interpreted in its light alone. Though Chinese 

literature of the Ming and Ch'ing dynasties mentions a great many tribes which 

inhabited the basin of the Amur river, the name Santan is not to be found among 

them. · And nearly every tribe which inhabit_s there to-day has been investigated, 

but there is no one with a name which ma.y be identified with. Santan. On the 

· other hand, Japanese literature of the fast stage_ of the Shogunate contains quite a 

number of references to the Santan, which. may serve the reader in inferring their 

identity and range. 

It is not clear when the Japanese knew of the Santan for the first time. In the 

5th year of Temmei :X 11)3 ( I78 5 ), Tetsugoro YAMAGUCHI ~lt l:t ~ E. iB, Genrokuro 

SATO ~Jj~ J\iB, Okiemon MINAGAWA ~ J[J ~ffiri,. and Shunzo AosHIMA 

iif ~ ~ qj,-all officials in the; Public Works Bureau of the Sho~nate-investigated 
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the topography, mining, and products of Yezo land at the request of the Shogunate, 

and had interviews with "red men" (Russians) and Santan people; and ?-lso 

in the following year, they met four chiefs of the Bianko Santan l:: .. -r- :,, ::1 !lJ ff. 

The journal of this expedition is a work entitled "· Y ezo-sblii" i~ ~ ta- iJ.t (Gleanings 

in Yezo). In _the book, Santan district is described as follows. 

" As to Santa, W· fr one day's voyage from Nakk6 --J- o/ :}] fJ in Karafuto 

Island will bring one to the shores on the other side ; after three more days' voyage 

and eight days' travelling along a mountain trail, one will arrive at the Tani !7 .::. 

GOO) river; going down the stream for one day, and along the shores of a lake 

named Hoha * 17 .,, ..... for five days, one will come to Mekinchibaku :I- .:¥- :Y 7 A !/ • 

(This is the largest village in Santan which contains more than sixty houses.) As to 

the extent of the Santan district, it is confronted by the sea on ,the east and south, 

and an endless series of steep high mountains extend on the west. The area on 

which one can travel now is no· more than a half of Karafuto Island. The in-. . 

habitants and product~ are scanty ; the people hunt fowls and beasts on which 

they live, collect their skins and send them to Manju "7 :Y 7 'i) fo.r a small quan" 

· tity of Manju grain, silks, emeralds, etc., which they bring back Karafuto Island 

to trade with Yezo, and of which they· make a living. As to travelling to Manju, 

it is said that they go from Kinchibaku :¥- :Y =f- ,.,: !? for two days across the lake 

until they reach a great river named Mango "7 :Y =i.' 'i) and travelling upstream for 

thirty days, they come to the Y6uki .,.- l7 ~ barrier in Manju." 

This information being obtained through an- inept Yezo interpreter, pro-

. bably there are errors in the geographical names, the numbers of days required 

for travelling, and the distances, but one may get a rough idea of the journey. 

It is probable that the Tani !1 -= river in this account is the Taba river, Lake Houha 

Lake Kidzi, Mek.inchibaku (more correctly Kinchibaku) Kidzi village; Mango 

Mangu (the native name for the Amur river), and ~he Yoki barrier San-hsing ~ tt
If this .. 'view be acceptable, a voyage· for one day from Nakko or the pr~sent 

Lake brought you to the opposite shore, after three day's voyage south ward 
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from there and travelling on land for eight days, you came to the upper course 

of the Taha river, by going downstream for one day, you reached Lake Kidzi, by 

going five days along the shores of the lake until you ca~e to Kidzi village, a 

voyage from there for two days bronght you to the Mangu river, by going up

stream for thirty days you came to Sansei (San-hsing :=.: fr'l) in Manchuria. It may 

be ascertained that Santan was in the lower course of the Mangu (Amur} river, 

but as to its locality, this account fails to give accurat~ information. 

After this record of travelling, information concerning Santab is found in 

the rep,ort by Koichir6 NAKAMURA ~p ti!J,m lB and Tsugidayu TAKAHASHI jwjti§ 

:::k_ i(_ x who were commissioned by the Shogunate to explore Karafuto in the 

1st yea~ of Kyowa ~ ;fil (1801). ·The Kyumei-kwoki ,ft H)j :>'tit (Bk. 3) contains a 

colloquial version of thls report. For convenience' sake, a part of the report 

in this version bearing upon thQ present discussion will be cited below. 

" fo. response to the inquiry as to whether some officials should be dispatched 

to Karafuto to inspect the island, the Shogunate decided that some officials 

should be sent. Soon the men were chosen. Koichiro NAKAMURA an official 

in the Public Works Bureau, and Tsugidayu TAKAHASHI ari itinerant police 

inspector, were the men appointed. On May 30th, the 1st year of Kyowa *:ff.I 
(18or), they sailed from Soya '.l 17 -? in West Yezo, and reached Shiranushi 

v 5 ~ v the entrance to Karafuto Island. This island lies to the north of Soya, 

a voyage of 18 ri _m. (Japanese miles). At that time, there happened to be a J1f :Pt 
Santan ship lying at anchor in Shiranushi harbour. Summoning th·e captafo, they 

studied his appearance. He had his long hair braided in three knots and swung 

back, had ve.ry thin beard ; he was middle-aged. He looked more like a J apan&Se 

than an Ainu, but his appearance was ex~remely savag~. The Santan are a tributary 

tribe of Manchuria; they don't know Chinese ideographs ; their speech is like the 

Ainu language, but its intonation being awkward, it is unintelligible. When asked 

his name, the native country, the number of his crew, and the date of his departure 

from his home port, he did not understand a single.word .. Among the interpreters 
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and guides there was none who could interpret his speech. So an Ainu who 

had for many years traded with Santan men was now brought. He understood a 

little. The man was the chief of a .tribe in a district called Taikasan ? 1 jJ ~ 1/ 

in Santan, his name being Kantekkai jJ 1/ -j- 'Y 1J -1 and his crew eight in num

ber, he did not know the date of his departure from his home port,. except that it 

was :5till the snowing sea_son. . .. When questioned as to the port in the land of 

Santan from which he crossed the sea t? Karafuto) and ather things, he did not 

understand at all. _ While waiting for more favourable weather after making- pre

par.ations for exploring the country, there arrived on the evening of June 3rd four 

more Santan ships at the same time. The captains of these ships were surnmoncd; 

their appearance was just like that of the previous Santan captain. When ques

tioned likewise through the same Ainu that was used to translating; they answered 

that the captain of one ship was the .chief of a tribe of a place called Kinchima 

-t- ✓- =r "::( on the Manko -~ .✓ ::1 river in Santan ; he was named Buyanko 7• -v· 

-;.,- ::i l}, with a· crew of eight ; another was the chief of a place called Monkore 

-=E- 1/ ::z · 1/ on the same river ; he. was named Shosho v =1 v · =1 , with a crew of 

eight, another was the chief of a place called Towan r ?' 1/ on the same river> 

named Baro ..,{ rr '1,7, with a crew of seven; and the last was the chief of a place 

· called Koimancha - :::1 1 ""'<' 1/ r -\"', named Tonko r 1/ ::1, with a crew of eight. 

Those places are not very far apart. . They sailed. from 'there at the same time 

and arrived here at the .same time. Among these men, -Buyanko of Kinchima had 

come to Karafuto for trading for more than thirty years. Among the crew of this 

Buyanko, there was one named Kariyashin jJ 9 i" v 1/, formerly an Ainu of 

Soya in West Yezo, but was taken ·away by a Santan man when thirteen or fourteen 

years of age and naturalized as a Santan, and for the past twenty-four or five years 

he had come to Karafuto every y~ar to act as an interpreter for the Santa.n people 

in trading with thenatives ofKarafuto. As a whole, the new arrivals were the more 

intelligent. When.we closely questioned them, sometimes requesting them to draw· 

a map on the sand, as to the general state of things in Santan; .the port from which 
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they sailed for Karafoto, and conditions in the interior of Karafuto, they answered 

that the Santan district has no particularly high mountains, but abounds in rather 

level mountains; no farming whatever is done. The natives live at various places 

on the banks. of a river named Manko -q- ::,., ::1, making a living of fishing, living 

"''· 
on fish a~d dogs, making garments out of ·skins. Sometimes they go hunting 

beasts into the mountains, they eat the flesh, but take the skins to the Manchus to 

barter for cotton, tobacco, pots, cere.als, and ot_her articles. This river called 

Manko -q- ::,., :::z river is a large one flowing from Manchuria, sometimes one rj 

(Japanese mile) wide, so they say, and empties itself to the north of Karafuto 

Island ... If one goes up this Manko river about twenty days., one will reach a place 

in Manchur'ia called Hororokko * 12 12 o/ :::2 •••. If one goes some more distance 

upstre~m, one will come to ✓a place called Nungutai ~ ::,., !/ .. !J ,,f, then a plac:e called 

Kiriyura :r- 9 '!7 =:;, and then a place called Hochon *· f 3 ::,., • Now, as to the 

port in Santan from which to cross the sea· to Karafuto, there is a place called 

Kamawota "jJ -v "'1 31, one day's journey southwes't of the estuary of the Manko river, 

and another called Mochiffu .:c- f o/ 7 a halfday's journey from Kamawota jJ ....,, 7 

!/. From either place, a ~If-dais plying in a towihg boat will bring. one to 

Nakko -j- 'iy :::z in Karafuto Island, according to what they say." 

This account of Santan is the most detailed of those by Japanese before Rinzo 

Mamiva F1cH 'fr# Vi explored Tartary~ After this, the Henyo-b11nkaidzu-k6 ~ ~ :$}-~ 

i)~ (A Study of the Map of Northern Frontiers) by Morishige KoNno Qcjji~m, 

published in the 1st year of Bunkwa3'c~t (1804) also contains an account of S~ntan, 

which seems to add so_me new information, but really offers no new material ex

cept an expostulation. In the travels by y AMAGUCHI Ul tl and AosHIMA w dli 

previously quoted, there are some geographical terms yet.to be accounted for. The 

present writer has attempted an outline of the journey from the context, as already 

given. Since nearly all the geographical terms found in the travels by NA'k.AMiJRA 

rp tt and TAKAHASHI ~ ~ have now been definitely located the processes in which 

they have been investigated will be given in the following. 
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As seen in the passage previously quoted, the places from which embarked 

the four Sant,rn ships which arrived at Shiranushi on June 3rd, the 1st year of J<:y6n1a 

1jf %1l (1801), are given as Kinchima ~ Y f "', Monkore .a£:- Y ::::t v, Towan r 17 

y, and Koimancha · ::r -1 ""< :/ f -y. Kinchima is identical with Kiehl ='f-

. =r .... in the T8tatsu-kik6. The note on the work says " This is the. place the 

J apanes.e call Kinchi =1"- Y +. " The head note on it in the Totatst1-kik6 published 
. . 

by the South Manchurian Railway Company says "Kinchi :t- 1/ f is Kichin ~ =r 

Y according to the Tsi1ko-ichiran {ii ji]J[-• jf . edition ; and Kincha =r- 1/ ::;- -"t i 

according to the Mamiya Kojun n.Ws ~ ii~ edition." The Yezo-shui i~ ~ :jfr :ii 

gives it as Kinchibaku ~ 1/ =r >~ !l, whi_ch the He1!J6-bunkaidzu-ko m ~ 5} JI.. iu ~ 
gives it as Gichi :¥ "'r. The writer is of the opinion that the correct name of 

this locality is =t- ~ Kidzi, the others given above being all corruptions of it.. Kidzi 
. . 

is si ~ated on the western shore of Lake Kidzi, and is a large viliage forming a 

centre of communications. In D' Anville's map, .1\fangoli Cajan is- found to the 

north of Kidzi on the eastern bank of the Amur river. Cajan being a village in the 

Tungus language, Mangoli Cajan must be MangoH village wJ:1ich corresponds to 

Monkore -=c- 1/ ::::i 1/. Below Mangoli Cajan and close to it is found Ko:a,eima Cajan. 

Koimancha ::1 ,1 -z Y f 1"' must be a corruption · of Koueima. And between 

Kidzi_ anq Mangoli there is Toun Cajan. Toun must be ascribed to Towan 

l- -& 1/. The above four. villages are all situated on the right bank of the Amur river, 

lying close to o~e another and forming the range of the Olea tribe. 

These four places are the homes of the captains of the four Santan ships which 

arrived at Shiranushi on June 3rd. The home of the captain of the Santan ship 

which had arrived a few days before was a place called Tai-kasan -~ 1 73 -v,- 1/ • 

.According to D'ANvILLE's map, there is a place named Tai Cajan on the right 

bank of the Amur river a rew villages below Tyr where the Amgun river flows 

into the Amur. It is evident that Tai-kasan is the transliteration, and this needs no 

explanation. This place at that time being naturally the home of the -Giljak tribe, 

the captain and the crew were all Giljaks, and it is interesting to note that the 
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Japanese called them Santan people. The homes of the captains of the four ships 

which arrived at Shlranushi a little later than this ship being the range of the Olea 

tribe, as already proved, the crew must have been all Olea men. If so, it follows th~t 

the Japanese at thattime called both the Olea and Giljak tribes Santan people. Was 

it really the case ? What bears on this issue is the following passage in the report 

by .NA.KAMURA and TAKAHASHI. 

" According to our inquiry of the Santan man named Kariyashin jJ, 1J ~ :;,, 1/, 

it seems that, on the coast up. to Nakko -J- o/ ::r .in farther Kotantoru. ::J p1 :.,, r Jv, 

there are over ten villages of natives and also some more men living in the remote 

places in the mountains. Of the people living on thk: shore.~ th9se as far as Horo~ 

kotan * ll :::1 ·· !I 1/ have Karafuto m~nn~rs and customs, while· those beyond and 

also those in the mountains have Sant~n manners and ·customs. They are called 

Sumerenguru 7.. ;J. v 1/ !/ Jv, they cross the sea to Santan and trade with the 

Manchus and otherwise transact business at a place called Kinchima ~ 1/ =J- ~. 

'The.tribe living at Orikata =J 9 jJ !I beyond T~raika !J ·5 ,1 :JJ on the shore oft~e 

northern side is called the Oroko :1 P :::1 men also. These are said to be the 

Sumerenguru also. Now this secondary use of the term Sumerenguru, the Santart 

man who had arrived at Shiranushi this yea_r before the others, explains as follows. 

Since the neighbourhood of a place called Taikasan p1 ,,1 '}J ;r 1/ was called 

Sumerenguru, and when the northern people of Karafuto went to Santan and traded 

with the Manchus, it was a Jong-standing custom to use the name Taikasan in in

terpretation and in transacting business, Sun;ierenguru, the place name of Santao, 

has come to be involved. The people called Oroko o/ Tl ::r men are by no means 

foreigners. It is said that as. far as the home of the Oroko men beyond Taraika 

the Santan Sumerenguru men, during the winter, travel on the ice ,carryi!;ig tobacco, 

cotton, cereals, etc., and trade them for animal skins~" (The Kylimei-kw~kJ ~ PR 

-;It iic, Appendlx Bk. 7) 

The meaning of this passage is confusing and obscure, but the fact that the 

neighbourhood of Taikasan !I ,1 ft ~ -;.,.- was _the range of the Sumerenguru may 
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be established by the statement of the Santan man who ar,rived at Shiranushi be

fore others. As seen in the report previously quoted, in spite of their questioning 

through an interpreter, the Santan man who had arrived at Shiranushi before 

the others, the Japanese officials could make out nothing except the name of his 

home port and the name of the captain, while the men from the four Santan ships 

which arrived later undei-stood what the Japanese said and the latter succeeded in 

getting such information as they sought. It must have astonished these Japanese 

who had thought them all Santan men. alike to find this marked difference between 

the first arrivals and the later. For the first arrivals being men of Tyr village, 

were of the tribe which the Ainus called Sumerenguru, or Giljak tribe, while the 

,. lat<!!r arrivals being from Kidzi' and near-by vi1lages were of the Olea tribe. As th~ 

Giljak language is essentially different from the Olea, it was natural that the in

terpreter, unie·ss he knew both languages, that is, though he should be vers.ed in the 

Olea language but not in the Giljak or vice versa should have been embarrassed. 

The Japanese in those days generally called those men Santan people who came 

across the sea to Karafuto Island fron;i East Tartary or the lower reaches of the Amur 

river, and they thought that the Santan district extended as far as the part where the 

.Amur flows into the sea. This being the case, when NAKAMURA. and TAKAHASHI 

heard that Tyr village belonged to the range of the Sum~renguru,, they were not 

yet sure whether it was in the land of the Santan people. Such a learned scholar 

of that day as MorisWge KONDO fil:JM¾)::ffi: firmly asserted that the Santan district· 

extended to th~ estuary of the Amur. This is proved by ,his statement under 

Bengi M ~ (Questions Answered) in his work Henyo-bunkaidzu-ko ~ ~ 1-,} ~ !Md ~ 

(Bk. z), which is cited l;>elow. 

" Some Santan men say that the bou~dary between the further frontier of Kara

futo and Santan of Manchuria is' overland, while others say that is separated ·by sea ; 

they are varied in their opinions. I am of the opinion that the boundary between 

the land of Ka-rafuto and Santan of ManchU'ria is overland. The western frontier 

of Karafuto is mark'.:'.cl f-.,---, S,.ntan by the estuary of the tributary of the Mango 
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river, while the eastern frontier is overland, though too mountainous and rough

shored to afford communications. And as it seems as if the great river Mango 

separated Karafuto from the Mainland, the natives may have thought Karafoto 

an island. It is for this reason that some hold that Karafuto is connected with 

the Mainland, while others argue that it is an island." 

This •view of Morishige KoNn6's may be regarded as summarizing ~he opinions 

then pr~va,iling among the Japanese : that the northern frontier-of the Santan district 

was believed by the Japanese to extend as far as the neighbourhood of the estuary 

·of the Amur river. As t<? the boundary on the south, it was not so definite as the 

nort4ern, but it may be inferred, though somewhat vaguely._ · According to~the 

previously quoted report by NAKAMURA and TAKAHASHI, going about twenty days 

up the Manko 7 :,,, :::i river from Kinchima :'f- 1/ 7 -,, or the present Kidzi village, 

one ·reaches a place called Hororokko * r.i rz o/ :::1 in Manchuria and by going 

te_n more d_ays upstream, one reaches Ichahotto 1 =f- -v * ''/ J, • According to 

D'ANVILLE's map, there is a village marked Horoloco on the bank of the Sahalian 

ula: or Amur river a little above the point where it joins the Usuri river. There 

is no doubt that this Hororokko is identica] with Hororoto in D' Anville's map. 

· And the fact that Hororokko is specially mentioned as being in Manchuria serves. 

a good due in ileciding the point of contact between Manchuria and Santan. The 

wri,ter is of the opinion that this Hororokko formed a strategic:: point on the northern 

frontier of the so-called Manchoukuo and was situated close to the southern bounda

ry of Santan. Now, the fact that khahotto -1 =r -r * o/ r to be reached by a ten 

days' journey upstream from Hororokko is a transliteration of the Manchurian word 

ice hoto, a~d corresponds to the present S;m-hsing .:=:. t1 has. already been proved by 

Mr. Yoshimi SHIMADA $; !JI fJf. The original name of the Kyo =t- -t 1j barrier-men

tioned in the report by YAMAGUCHI, AosHIMA etc,; cannot be ·known, but the reason 

why the present writer inferred this to be San-hsing .:::'ft-t is because this place is 

situated about a thirty days' journey upstream from Kidzi and· also because it was 

the sit_e of the office for pacifying the natives inhabiting the -lower reaches of the 
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Amur river. The text goes on to say that by going up the Mango river from 
Ichahotto (San-hsing), one reached Nungutai _.x 1/ :!I .. !/ -1 , then Kiriwora =t=- ~· o/ '7, 
and then Rochon * =r =1. 1/. Morishige KONDO ili ;Ji ¾'f m is right in ascribing 
NitJguta ~ 1i :Rt to Nungutai ..x 1/ !!" .. f -1 ~ Chi-Iin-wu-la "'ft'°#.~ t\1. to Kiriora 
:::r- )} 7 7 ; it is strange, however, that he should have assigned Ch'ttan-ch'ang ~~ ~ 
for * =f- 3 · Hocho or Rochon * -1- =1 1/. Ch'ttan-ch'ang M; JtW,c was only another 

· name of Chi-lin-wu-la 'ff**.~ JJ1. ; so should this Chi-lin-wu-la be identical with 
kiriwora,Hochon described as being further upstream must be a place entirly different 
from it .. The report by NAKAMURA and TAKAHASHI, after discussing Kiriora =r-
9 '7.t:;;, goes on to say "Beyond this there is a place called Hochon * "r =1 1/ 

where high officials are stationed; from the above-mentioned places-Ichohotto, 
Nungutai andkiriwora-men come up to Rochon every yea'r. Rochon is said to 

be a likely place which lacks no comfort oflife·. · .. ·. " From this account it is evident 
that Rochon was no d9ubt. _the site of the governinent office, probably the Fen~
t'ien-fu $ 7( !ff in Sheng-ching ~ ~i: Province. Hochbh may be a corruption of 
Feng-t'ien * 1(. 

The foregoing constitutes nearly all the information conterning the geography 
of Santan the Japanese possessed between.the 6th year of Temmei )(l:ffl (1782) and 
the 1st y,ear of Bunkwa )t,ft (1805). It may be said that they ,1ag_uely supposed 
Santan to comprise a basin of the Amur river lying east and west ori both banks and 
extending as far as the es.tuary on the north and the meeting of the river with the 
Usuri river on the south. In those days the Manchurian court opened a branch office 
of the Government at Kidzi every year for the purpose of pacifying the natjves where 
they paid tribute and received gifts from the Government and private trading was 
permitted between the natives and the Manchus and Chinese and between the natives 
themselves. For this reason many were the natives who assembled at Kidzi on 
such occasions from the Korean boundary and Karafuto Island a~ well. as from 
the lower re.aches of the Amur river. There were two routes for the natives of 
Karafutp who went up to Kidzi. One was to cross the sea from· Rakka · 7 'Y jJ 
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or Noteto ,J 7 1- on the north-western coast of the island, land on the other side 

between Cape Lazaref and Ta;ba bay, and travel westward by land to Lake Kidzi, 

and then Kidzi village situated on the north-western end of the lake and adjoining 

the Amur river. Th.is may be provisionally called the southern route. The other 

was to voyage along the coast from Cape Lazaref and enter the estuary of the 

Amur river and go up the river to Kidzi village. This may be provisionally called 

the northern route. It was a long-standing custom for the Afrms in Karafuto Island 

to proceed by either route to the branch office of the Manchurian Government 

established on the shores of the Amur river and pay their tribute and receive in return 

the gifts from the court in the form of official ranks, cotton, and silks. This being 

the case, the circumstances of those days remain deep-rooted in the minds of the 

·Ainus. Therefore, when the present-day Ainos in the Hokkaido ascribe Manchur

ians to the Santan people; they refer, not to the Manchurians who inhabited 

Chi-lin 1J ~ Province or · Sheng-ching !tit Ji( Province, but to the Manchurians 

dispatched to the lower reaches of the Amur river within the territory of the Man

churian court. And if the .Ainos in Karafuto Island identify the Santan people with 

the Giljaks and apply the term genarally to the various natives in the lower reaches 

of the Amur river; it may be because the memory that they met and traded with 

these natives in those days at the branch office of the I\fanchurian Government 

still faintly survives among them. When viewed in this light, the different inter

pretations· of the term Santan by BATCHELOR and DoBROTWORSKI are not without 

ground, but they reflect the presence of such underlying historical facts: 

1f this was the information concerning Santan among the Japanese prior to 

RinzoM Mamiya's-'S exploration of East Tartary, his was by no means an exploration 

of the so-called terra incognita, because its outline had been imagined vaguely. How

ever, his exploration and investigation brought out a number of new facts, and . 
rectified the erroneous ~nd clarified the vague in the previous information. As . 
for its details, o.oe should refer to his work itself. The present paper is intended 

chiefly to explain and comment upon its account of Santan and discuss the con-
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sequence~. Now, for the sake of easier reading, a rough outline of MAMIYA's 

journey will be given first. 

)n July, the 6th ye2:t of Bunkwa 3t 11:: (1809), Rinzo MAMIYA r·m 'g ~ Yi joined 

the party of the·.Ainu chief named Koni :1 .... ~ who was to proceed to Te-Ieng 

~~the site of the branch office of the Man.churian court in order to pay tribute. 

On the 2nd day of the month, they sailed from Cape Rakka 7 ,;, jJ on the north

western coast of Karafuto, and on the same day they reached the ~ontinent on 

the other side, and sailing south along the coast, spent the night of the 3rd at a 

place called MU:shiM A v ~ .... '. It was no doubt the place which the Japanese 

had formerly called Mochibu -=-c- =r 7•, a locality in the present Taba bay. The 

party landed there and, proceeding west and_ crossing Lake Kichi q=- =r - , reached 

a village of the same name on the 7th. Going up the Manko ~ 1/ ::r ...... tiver from 

here, they arrived at Te-Ieng ffi ~ on the nth. · After staying there 7 days, ori the 

17th 'they got into a boat again on their homeward journey, and returned. to 

Kicht It had been planned that they should return to Karafuto by the ·same route 

they had taken on their outward journery, but Mamiya who did not expect to_ re

visit this part and was intent on exploring as much of the ::nrange land as pos

sible -and study its geographical features, proposed to Koni to return home by 

going down the. Amur river. Fortunately the Ainu consented and on the 20th 

they took boat again, and calling at several points on the w_ay, on Aug. 2nd they 

reached Hiroke i:. P J,J- ,_ situated on the southern bank of the estuary. From 

this point they sailed on south along the.coast, on the 6th reached a place called 

Hakaruhaha _..,..,. jJ Jv ->.,. - ->"' where they spent the night, and crossing the strait 

on the following day (the 7th), succeeded in getting to Wage 17 l:f ,_ in Karafoto, 

and on the same evening they returned to Rakka "'7 'J iJ. from which they had 

embarked. 

This journey of MAMIYA's carried out in 36 days covered the two routes

the northern and the southern previ~usly mentioned--between Karafuto and 

Kidzi in East· Tartary, and the distance between Kidzi and Te-Ieng. It was by 
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no means on a grand scale, temporally or spatially. However, this region had 
always been neglected by the Chinese and Russians as well as the Japanese. Ex-

. tremely scarce was the literature on the actual state of things in this part. Under. 
such circumstances; MAMIYA's Tolatstt-kiko ~UJ!UD ff (the Travels of East Tartary) 
-the record of his exploration and investigation-was received by the a,cademk 
world as a torch held up in the night. It brought a large number of things to 
light. His greatest contribution was his actual discovery of the fact that Karafuto 
is not a peninsula; but an isolated island. On this point a little has been said 
already, but there remains something which requires detailed discussion. It 
was certainly a great discovery of Mamiya's that he proved the presence of a strait 
between Karafuto and the continent. Of course, his cannot be compared with 
Columbus's discqvery of the American continent. It was only a discovery to the 
Japanese or Westerners_, for the Chinese had for a long time known the. existence 
of an island near th~ estuary of the Amur river. According to D' Anville's map 
drawn at the re.quest of the Emperor K'ang-hsi Mt~ of the Ch'ing dynasty on 

,· the basis of materials obtained by the Jesuit missionaries, there are foup.d the 
~ords Sahal~an angga hate _near the estuary of Sahalian ula (the Amur river). They 
are. Manchurian words which mean the island at the mouth of the Amur river. 
Moreover, Chinese classicaJ works such as the Ta-th'ing-i-t'tmg.::chib * ~- ;ffc 7ii: 
arid the S ui-tao-i'i.,.kang JJO'It ~ >Wil refer to the_ existence. of a chang-tao * ~~ 
(long island) . and a ta-chou * ~H (large land) outside the Hun-t'ung-chiang 
~ Im ir. (the Amur river). Only the references are so brief and indefinite that 
some · readers ascribed to it Karafuto and. others another island. Therefore, it 
may be seen from the above-quoted pa~sage that Morishige KONDO 3Z± li ~ ]i, 
for instance, who had read these geographical works, made no scruple of declaring 
that Karafuto and Santan were continuous .on land. It is supposed that he under- . 
stood tp.e tacbou *mi. Qarge land) in the Ta-ch'ing-i-t't.mg-chin to refer to an island 
apart from Karafuto. 

KoNDo was not the only one that considered Karafuto to be a peninsula. 
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Nearly all the intelligent people in Japan at that time shared that view. This sounds 

very ridiculous indeed; but, what· is still stranger, even some of the natives of the 

island shar~d the same view. The report by NAKAMURA and.TAKAHASHI, the Kylitmi

kwoki 'ft ll] 7t !c. (Bk. 3), reads·" Two Ainos named Ikoshirankeri 1 ::1 ~ 5 y 

?T ~ and Y onai 3 1" ,1· (Yayanhaku -t i"' '1/ .r, :P) who ~ave recently moved to 

Ushoro 1.7 y 3 1:1 in Karafuto from Horokotacl. * P :::i !/_ 1/ in the interior of 

Karafuto tell us that to the east of the interior of a place called Nakko -;- o/ :::1 at 

the farther end _of Karafuto Island, the Santan m~untains loom one after another and 

the two lands appear continuous. Th~se men who have often crossed the sea to 

San tan say that they have embarked from a port called . Nakko 1" o/ ::1 or another 

called Noteto J 5- 1- and landed at a place called Kamaoka '}; x ;:,t j] or another 

called Mochitsufuki "f:- =r o/ 7 ::r- in Santan. Therds a .bay beyond Nakko .. Having 

never entered the bay they could not tell for sure : but as far as they have observed 

. " 

from the ports, Santan and Karafuto are separated only by the estuary of the Amur 

river; they must be connected by mountains on the far interior ... " This shows 

that some Ainus imagined that the nothern end of Karafuto adjoined Santan. On 

the other hand, the Giljaks and Orokkos inhabiting the northern part ?f this island 

seem to have supposed Karafuto a peninsula. A passage in MAMIYA's report reads 

"Karafuto, in the languages of Santan and Sumerenkuru people is calledHetchi-bo 

.-.... o/ =r ;f- ,_ or H,,tchi bosha ;f. -::,,, ~ -. In the interior in question where people 

of various tribes _such as the Sumerenkuru ;:;;;, ;1, v 1/ !I Jv, Orokko 7 i:t o/ ::r , and 

Santan 47" 1/ !/ 1/ live intermingled, it is said that the language is difficult to under

stand, and even geographical terms are different. · In the interior the word Karafuto 

is nowhere understood." Thus Santan and Sumerenkuru men called Karafuto 

Hetchi-bo or Hetchi-bosha, which are the Tungus words for a large island. L3:rge 

. in this language is hiigdi, its dialectal derivative being hogdi, hakdina, hokdina, yddygo 

(hyddino), xoduno, hiicfyna, Hetchi ..-... 'J r in Hetchibosha - o/ r i3f ~ i" -; resem

bles hiigdi more than any other in the above list. As the g sound in hiigdi sounds 

fai11ti1· 1s if it were pronounced hiidi, it may be that Mamiya put it down as Hetchi 
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pretation be acceptable, Hetchi-bosha would be the transliteration of hagdi booca the 

Tungus phrase for large island. According ·to Mamiya, Santan and Sumerenkuru 

men called Karafuto Hethci-bosha. The. Santan people being a Tungus tribe, it 

is natural that they should have used this term ; but the Sumerenkuru being a Giljak 

tribe, it is not probable.that they should have used this same word. This may be 
' 

a mistake. The writer is of the opinion that, as in the north of this island the 

Sumerenkuru and the Orokkos a Tungus tribe lived together, Mamiya confused the 

two tribes. At any rate it is evident that the natives in the northern part of Kara

futo regarded their abode as an island. Now, to turn to the Westerners. In 1787, 

LAPEROUSE the Frenchman, entering the Gulf of..Tartary from the Japan Sea and 

sailed north; and in 1805 KRUSENSTERN the Russian entering the sea from the Sea 

of Okhotsk and sailed south : but finding sand bars intervening between Karafuto 

and the continent and despairing of navigating the sea, th~y turned round their ships 

and went away. 

A word of explanation may be needed here as· to the fact that amo?g the 

natives of Karafuto some regarded Karafuto as an island and others as a.peninsula 

and that the Westerners versed in the art. of navigation despaired of navigating 

the Liman strait. The natives inhabiting the estuary of the Amur river and the 

northern part of Karafuto were, from ancient times, in the habit of crossing the 

Liman strait in small boats and visiting each other. Especially in winter> the whole 

strait was ·frozen into a level ice-field on which the natives drove dog-sleigfls safely 

and easily. It was, therefore, a self-evident fact among the natives that Karafuto 

was an ialand completely separated by a strait. The Manchurians and Chine~e of 

the south learned this true fact direct from the natives ; therefore, the Ch'ing-nei-f11-

i-t'ung-yii-ti-pi-t'u m FJ. ~ - ~ ~ itl!, ~f, !iTu1 and D' ANVILLE's map drew Karafuto 

as an island; the Ta-ch'ing-i-t'1111g-chih * m- *-ff ;n; describes it as ta-chou -J.:. i'J+I (a 

large island) and the Sui-tao-t'i-kang .71( ill~~ as Ta-chang-tao * ~ llli (a large 

long island). However, the chief route for the Aimis in the southern half of· 

this island who desired to cross to the lower reaches of the Amur river, at least 
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in the Tokugawa Shogunate period in Japan and the Ch<ing dynasty in China, was 

wh~t the writer calls the southern ~oute-to sail from the present Lake or Toiku 

} 1 .7 (Noteto J -r } ) and to Taha bay ort the other si~le and to travel west 

by land and to the Amur river. And those Ainus who inhabited the eastern 

coast of the sea, never rowed into the Limin strait from the Sea of Okhotsk; when 

they wished to go to .Santan from this district, they always crossed the mountain 

range running lengthwise through the center of the island, and came out to Noteto 

J r } or Nakko -r o/ ::1. Thi~ being the case, the geography of the northern part 

of the strait was entirely unknown to the Ainus. As they answered the question 

of NAKAMURA and TAKAHASHI, they r~ally imagined that there was a mountain 

range on the northern side of the strait which connected Karafuto and Santan. 

Unfortunately, this erroneous view prevailed so widely among the j~panese that 

Morishige KONDO Qi: Hi .~ ]! made no scruple in asserting the overland con

tinuity of Karafuto and Santan. 

To-day, it goes without saying that it is right to consider Karafuto as an 

island, and it would be wrong_to regard it as a peninsula. In those days, however, 

people except those in the neighbourhood could not tell which of the two views was 

right; they were unqualified to judge. It was then that both LA ·PEROUSE and 

KRUSENSTERN failed in theft attempts to navigate the Liman strait' from both the 

north and south. So· the qu(;!stion as to whether. the dirt and sand filled up the 

sea between Karafuto and the continent connected them still remained unanswered. 

Now what rendered the navigation of this strait impossible? In order to answer 

this question, it is important to khow the condition and the currents of the Liman 

strait. According to the survey by some Russians, the strait is a large sea extending 

65 ·miles north and south and 25 miles east and west. The Amur river throws such 

a quantity of sand and dirt into it that the water is generally shallow and full of 

shoals, and ships can not sail freely anywhere. So, in navigating-this strait safely, 

therefore, it was important to have a pilot thoroughly acquainted with the waters. 

Even then it !s difficult for a ship with a d~pth over r 3 feet to go into the Amur from 
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the :;:.uiit -'"fhere are three sailing routes or waterways :-one is to go south from a 

Lazaref and Cape Pogo bi J or Pronge situated on the southern 

bank of the Amur·and reach the southern boundary of the strait. This is called the 

southern \Vaterway. Another is to go north along the coast of the continent from 

Cape Tebak on the opposite bank of Cape P.ronge, but owing to the accumulation 

of sand and dirt at .irs northern end, a srnaJl rowing-boat alone can take this course. 

It is called the northern wate.rway. The third is to go north in pallar.el with 

_ the western coast of Karafuto from the southern 'end of the so-called southern 

waterway up to the Sea of Okhotsk. It is called the Sahalian water·way. It requires 

a small ship with a depth of less than , feet .to go on this waterway from the Sea. of 

· Tartary up to the Sea of Okhotsk. So it follows that a ship desiring to enter the 

Anmr river from the Sea of Okhotsk must first go do·~m the Sahaiian waterway to 

the southern end of the southern waterway of the Liman strait, then tum her 

course nortkward, and then go on the southern waterway heading for ~he mouth of 

the river. It was due to lack of this preparati\?nthat LA PEROUSE and KRUSENSTERN 

failed in their ,navigation. To the people at large who did not know this reason, this 

failure unfortunately seemed to confirm the more the old false view. 

MAMIYA's crossing of the Limaq strait was performed at such a time, so it was 

only natural that it should astonish the geographical circle of the world. On May 

8th, the 6th year of Btmkwa _;t ,it, ( 1808), he embarked in a Santan ship from Cape 

Noteto I :r Land sailed north off the west coast up to the point ea.Bed Naniwt, 

-r ~ =J - • This is the Sahalian waterway prev-iously referred to. Of the conditin 

of the currents, Mamiya in his Totatm-k:iko writes as foHov.r~. •' AH the way up 

to this point from Noteto .l -J- ~) it is a narrow sea, the island an.d the land of 

East Tartary confronting each other. · AH thi; tides flow south-ward. ln spite of 

the currents, dangerous billows are not often observed· so that even this .small 

delicate foreign boat has experienced no great difficulty in steering herself. The · 

north sea north of this point gradually opens out~ and all the currents dash 

together, and in the face of high seas, it is imp~ssible to go on." This Naniv,r6 
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:r .::::. 7 - is the present Nanio situated at a point much further north o( the 

shore opposite the mouth of the Amur river and belonging t~ the more northern 

part of, the Liman strait. As recorded in, the Totatsu-kiko, further north beyond 

this point, the sea was. rough and deep ; the west and north opening out, there 

. was nothing to greet the eye. · The view of the Japanese upholding the presence 

of a mountain range to the north of the Liman strait and the continuity of Karafuto 

and Santan was now completely pulverized. And as previously recorded, MAMIYA 

on Aug. 3rd, the following year, going southward from the mouth of the Manko 

""'I' :/ ::i - river (the Amur river}along the coast, succeeded in reaching Nakko 

· :r o/ ::1. This course is the so-called southern waterway where the water is 

deeper. In this way, MAMIYA personally investigating the geographical features 

of both shores of the st'rait and the conditions of the currents declared to the 

wodd that Karafuto and the continent are separated by this sea. It is said that 

afterward KRUSENSTERN who was reading the translation of the Totat.f11-kiko 

involuntarily exclaimed" Japan has beaten me." This was really a very delightful 

. event in the scientific history of. this country. It is quite natural that the LimaQ 

strait is. to-day known by the name Mamiya strait. 

What the Japanese call~d Santan before MAMIYA visited Tartary was a region 

in the lower reaches of the Amur river and the natives thete were called the Santan 

tribe. Mmniya's .inquiry and investigation he made on reaching that country 

showed that a number of ~ribes inhabited· the region, the Santan being only one of 

them. Their .range was also limited to a certain region ; the Santan district by no 

means referredjndefinitely to the lower reaches of the Amur rjver. The regions 

he personally expfored represented only part of the ranges of the three tribes 

Korudekke :::r Jv 7 ·7 .._·?r, · Santan "21" •:/ !I :/ and Sumerenkuru 7' ;J. v :/ !7 Jv. 

Of t4ese, the Korridekke being the present Golde and the ·Sumerenkuru the present 

Giljaks, the Santan_ tribe who lived between them corresponds to the present 

. Olea. As people have sometimes migrated, the distribution of these natives at pre

sent ca.nnot be .regatded as identical with that at MAMIYA's time ; but the time being 
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only a century ago, it may not be wrong to suppose that no ·remarkable change 

has taken place in the meantime. A study of the Totats11~kikfJ shows that above the 

great village named Kiehl :r- -=f- - or more properly. Kidzi =t- r·; there are places 

called Kaue '}J l) .:r:. and Koruhe ::r ;i, ..--... ,....-both in the range ?f the Santan tribe. 

Rowing two Japanese miles upstrea~ from Koruhe, one would reach Urugt 
l) ;i, 'r •- where there Jives a different tribe named Kofodekke ::1 iv j! o/ -7. 

Going four and half Japanese miles upstream from U ruge, one would get to Deren 

(ffi ~ Te-Ieng) where there is branch office of the Manchurian Government, which 
is given as the chia-fu ilx lff (Provi.sional Office). The boundary between the 

Olea (Santan 1-l! ft) and the Golde (Korudekke ::1 Jv .:;: o/ !r) is given by ScHRENCK 

to lie somewhere near Adi south of Deren. Mr. Y oshimi SHIMADA in his ex

postulation of the Totatsu-kiko says "It would seem that the region above Uruge 
was probably a hunting-field in those days. I am of the opinion\hat it was pos-

sible for the two tribes to live together on their borderland., it is to be under

stood that the two tribes lived together in the reg~on extending from U.ruge to a 

certain point above it.,, This is a sort of compromise, which seems so plausible 

that it cannot be rejected flatly. However, since a half-century intervenes between 
. ~"" . MAMfY A and $CHRENCK, it may be also supposed that the Olea {Sant.an) pressed 

down south and ~eized the range of the Golde (Korudekke). At any rate, Mamiya 
has recorded the actual facts of his time, and it is unnecessary to discount his state

ment in the light of Schrenck's view which app~ared forty or fifty years after him. 

If the souUwrn boundary of Santan was as stated above, where was the northern 

boundary? According to the Totatsu-kiko, the range of the Santan tribe extended 

downstream on the right bank of the Amur river, from Kidzi toKataka jJ ~ 'jJ ,._ 

or the present Kada, Aore 7 =J_ 1/ - or the present Aur, and Horu * Jv or the 

present Pulu ; and the region below formed the range ~f the Sumereri.kur.u or the 

present Giljaks. It would not be very wrong to state that the range of the Santan 

tribe lay between a point somewhat north of Uruge on the south and a point north 

of Pulu and extended east and west on both banks of the Amur river. Seeing that 
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the map of the- distribution of the natives by SCHRINCK ascribes this region to the 

Santan. Mr. Yoshimi SHIMADA is probably right when he assigns the present Olea 

to Santan,. Even if Santan is accepted as the present Olea, the question as to whe-

- ther it is the name of the region or that of the tribe still remains an open one. The 

T6tatsu-kik6_, under the Hun-tun-chiang i\J fit! u, says as follows. "The men w·ho 

come over to our Karafuto from Tartary have generally been called Santan men 

from ancient times, and their homeland is referred to as the Santan district. Such 

• terms as U.l ·fih Ill Ji, Ul fil have been assigned to Santan. My observation of 

various foreign tribes during my travel in these parts has shown that they differ from 

one another in their manners and customs; they are not of a single tribes. Some 

are called Sumerenkuru, others Shantan v -\" :/ !I 1/, and still others Korutekke. 

Each tribe has its own district, distinct from that of another. Santan is a cor~ 

rnption of Shantan ; if it should he the name of a tribe, it cannot be used as the 

name o:- a region. The Santan tribe calls itself Manko, while other tribes call it 

s: .. anta. Santan is a corruption of Shanta adopted by our Karafuto natives/' If 

this statement is acceptable, Santan was a name employed by· other tribes, for the 

Santan men themselves referred to themselves Manko. Now, when ScHRENCK 

asked the Olea living at Tyr what they called themselves, they are reported to 

have answered that it was Olea. Then Olea must be their race name, not Manko 

as MAMIYA reports. Manko which MAMIYA uses is identical with Mango -er 1/ -::1· 

or Ma,ngo -=? 1/ d lj which' is found in Japanese writings ; the more correct form 

should be Mangu " 1/ .~ .. 1/ , Mangu is the Tungus word for rivet ; but the 

Amur river being such a great river, the common name Mangu referred to this· river. 

When asked where they came from, the Olea would answer Mangu-nei, because the 

people lived on the Mangu river. It was not only the Oka, but also the Golde who 

lived on the banks of the Amur river that called themselves Mangu. Therefore, 

the term Mangu applied to the Olea was only a popular one ; properly it was Olea. 

It may be seen> then, that Manko or more correctly Mangu was, though 

no real name of the Olea, eviden~ly a name which the Olea gave themselves; 
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<lnd Santan was, as MAMIYA says, a name other tribes used for the Olea. Then, 

which tribe began to call the Olea Santan first ? ScHRENCK was the first scholar 

that attempted to answer this question. l.n his opinion,_the Ainus and Japa~ese 

never distinguished the Olea from the Golde, but called both tribes Santan or 

Janta interchangeably. They also applied this term to their range-the low~r 

reaches of the Amur river. According to MAMIYA who actually explored the 

Santan. district, the term Santan was given, not by the Chinese, but by the Ainus and 

Jap·anese. The Olea bo.rn at Tyr also declare that the term Santan was one applied 

to the Olea by the Ainos, and the Japanese who were enlightened ·by the Ainus. 

Ho-wevcr, I- think that the people who :first used this term were, not the Ainus, but 

the Giljaks who Uved next to the0l<~a. It is because the Giljaks call theOlca Jant 

or Jantu. The Giljaks, being in dose contact with the Ainus on the one hand, no 

doubt also heard of the Golde, a tribe extensively known through commercial 

relation. among the native of the lower reaches of the Am~r river. Because the 

Giljaks called the Golde Jant, it may be supposed that the Ainus ·Iearned this name 

from the Giljaks. It is probable that there the Ainos pr_onounced this term Jant 

like an Ainu word, corrupting it to Santa or Santan. The Golde and the Olea 

resemble each other in their languages and manners so nuch that the Ainris could 

not distinguish them. So the term Jant or Shantcfwhich had originally meant the 

Golde came to he applied to the Olea also. Now, is to the reason why in the 

Totatsu-ki/J} by MAMIYA the term Santan refers to the Ola alone, it is suggested 

that due to the fact that MAMIYA explored only the ranges of the Giljaks and Olea 

in the lower reaches of the Amur river, never taking a stfr into the land of the 

Golde, it happens that the term Santan he u~es exclusivdy means the Olea. ( Die 

Volker des ./lmttr!andes ~ pp. n 8-119) Ttds view contains some points the present 

writer cannot accept,, but they are all omitted here, because they will qe rectified in 

the course of the following arguments. 

The Chinese writings of the Ch'ing dynasty and the works by the Christian mis~ 

sionaries always treated the Golde and the Olea as one and the same tribe, calling 
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them Ketschen (Hoche Mfr) or Khodsen (Hei-chin ~ i1t). The first man that, 

distinguishing the Olea from the Golde, introduced their names was the Russian 

missionary named IAKINF. The Chinese Bmpire, a book compiled by him,under the 

chapter entitled the Amur river, gives the names of the three native tribes living 

on the batiks of the Amur river between the Usuri and the mouth of the Amur 

river Jant, Orlik, Giljaks enumerated in order from the south upward. On this 

Schrenck comments as follows. The Jant being the Golde, the Orlik must refer 

to the Olea inhabiting the region to the north of the Golde. As lAKINF never 

travelled 1n the basin of the Amur river, some people may suspect this account 

as information he obtained from some Chinese travels or topographical works. 

That will be a serious mistake, for MIDDENDROF suggests that the source is a 

plagiarism from the autographic document by Gurij WASSILJEF, a Russian who 

frequented the basin of the Amur between 1815 arid 1826, went by boat down the 

river to the mouth, and sojurned some time among the Giljaks, gathering'informa

tion concerning the various tribes far and near. The term Jant by which the Giljaks 

referred to the Golde, occurs only once in this work, and never in the Chinese 

or Russian literature of that period. The term Orlik also appears for the first time 

~ . ' 

in his writings, f~oin which MIDDENDORF adopte~ these terms. As the Giljaks call 

the Olea Orongsch or Orongr, Orlik is probably a Russian corruption of it. 
f 

W ASSILJEF who gives the names of the tribes which inhabited the lower reaches of 

the Arpur river· says .nothi~g on their langu~ge5 or manners. There is evidence 

that he arbitrarily distributed their ranges, because he places the Jant between the 

Usuri river and Dondon, the Orlik between Dondon and Zikdochi, and the Giljaks 

between ~he Zikdochi and the' mouth of the Amur river. If his distribution were 

adopted, the Jant would.correspond to the Golde in the upper reaches of the Amur 

and· the Orlik to the Golde in the lower, and it would follow that the Olea and 

Giljaks lived together toward the m?uth. (Die Vo"/ker des A11111rlandes) pp. 42-43) 

As previoi{siy referred to, lakinf gives Jant, Orlik, Giljaks as the three tribes 

which occupied the low:er reaches of the .Amur. They would correspond to the 
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Golde~ Olea and Giljaks: according to the present-day map of distribution of the 

tribes. If Orlik is a Russian corruption of Orongr the term by which the Giljaks 

refe,rred to the Olea, as ScHRENCK .suggests, the Jant probably referred to the 

Golde. Again, SCHRENCK says that if the Giljaks were asked to enumerate the na-,. 

tives in order who lived above them on the shores of the Amur river, their answer 

would be the Orongr, Jant, Tscholdok, and Mandsu.. The tribe adjoining the 

Mandsu overland on the 1wrth was the Golde; and if Orongr were another name 

of the Olea, the Jant and ·the Tscholdok would be both terms referring to the 

Golde. Judging from the· forms of these names, it is apparent that.Santa or Santan 

used by the. Ainus was identical w#h J ant used by the Giljaks ; Golde used by the 

Russian and Korudekke used by the Japanese were identical with Tscholdok used 

by the Giljaks. If it were the right order to ~rrange th'e Jant, Orlik, and Giljak,. 

as fakinf says, the Jant would be the Golde. And if the order-Orongr, Jant, 

Tscholdok, Mandsu-which SCHRENCK attributes to the Giljaks were right, the 

Jant would. be taken to refer to the· Lower Golde and the Tscholdok to the Upper 

Golde. If the Jant were thus taken as the Golde, the accounts in the above two 

passage~ would be reconciled without <liffic.ulty. However, a serious difficulty 

would arise if the San tan jJ- 1/ !I 1/ o.r: J ant were taken as the Olea, as re~orded in 

the account in the Totatsu-kik6,. and the Santan were differentiated from the Koru

dekke :::1 Jv ::;· ''/ J.r or Tscholdok. When viewed in the light of the Totatsu-ki,kii 

by MAMIYA, as. to the first arrangement--Jant, Orlik, Giljak, it may be said that, 

Jant being a corruption of Santa and referring to the Olea, mentioning the Orlik 

the term which the Giljaks used .for the Olea would be a .repetition and it would 

meant the omission of the Golde. Concerning the second arrangement~Orongr, 

Jant, Tscholdok, Mandsu, it may be said that, because the Orongs refers to the 

Olea, and the Tscholdok to the Golde, it was unnecessary to mention Jant or 

Santa which referred to the Olea. Now what brought about this confusion? It is 

cer.tainly a very difficult matter which must be settled. 

According to the context of the Totatsu-kiko, the basin of the Amur below Pulu 
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was the t'ange of the Giljaks, while the region extending from it upstream to a cer

tain point north of Uruge was that of the Sumerenkuru or Olea. There occurs, 

however, a geographical term Santan-kowe -JJ- 1/ ~ Y • ::i 1 in the alleged range 

of the Sumerenkuru; and as this happens to serve as a clue in settling the difficult 

matter above-mentioned, the passage containing it will be cited below and in

vestigated and commented upon. 

" .... The region below this place.(Pulu) is the village ofthe Sumerenku;u .... 

Leaving Pulu, on the 23rd, and spe~ding four days on the way, we r~ached a 

place called Karume "JJ ;1.,, ;1- - and spent the night at the house of a man of the 

Harada.~~ 5' !l tribe ..... Among the places we passed to-day, there ~as a plac:e 

called Santan-kowe. If is said tha:t in olden times the Russian invaders came 

downstream on t~e Honko * 1/ ::r - river (which com~s from their· country and 

empties itse~f into this river), built,houses at this .Place; pacifying the natives in the 

neighbourhood and plundering their products, they attempted to occupy this part. 

Then they were attacked, and defeated by the Manchus at an unknown date. When 

they fled this country, they built two yellow stone monuments on a high spot on 

the bank of the river. As I had only a distant look at them from our boat, I can

not tell whether they contain inscriptions or not. When the natives pass this point, 

they worship these monuments from afar scattering. into the river rice, millet, and 

grass-seeds which they have brought. I have no idea what this means ....... " 

The place name.cl Santan-kowe in the above passage is situated between Kalm 

and Pulu, and on the bank of the Amur~ opposite to the point where the Am gun river 

flows into it. Tha.t this point corresponds to the present Tyr has already been 

established and admits no doubt. The man who has introduced for tne :first time 

the topography and ruins of this place is probably RA VENSTEIN. He personally ex

plored this district. According to his report, on the right bank of the Amur, not 

very far from the mouth of the Amgun there stands a cliff 100 feet high, on the 

top of which. were discovered a couplt of monuments and.relics of an old temple. 

One of the stone monuments stands about two steps from th~ edge of the cliff and 
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is 5 ft. in height. Its foundation is granite, while the monument itself is a grey 

marble of fine features. On the two monuments are engraven inscriptions telling 

of the origjn of the temple that once stood on the site. (The .H.ussian on the Amur, 

1861. pp. 193-194) Later Ts'Ao T'ing-chieh lf ~?.fi of the Ch'ing dynasty who 

explored this part of the Amur basin in the 1 Ith year of Kuang-hsii 7f:. {fJf ( 18 8 5) 

in his travels entitled Hsi-pi-li-tung-p'ien-cM-shua pLj .It flj ft! ffi5 ~~describes these · 

relics as follows. "·More than 250 Chinese miles upstream from Miao-erh JM Jlij 
" 

(Nik9layevsk), in the T'e-lin ~ * district on the eastern bank of the Hun-t(ung

thiang i~ fP'] iI, there are marble rocks looming upright on the edge of the river. 

They look a veritable castle wall, over 100 feet in hight. On the top of it there 

are two monuments, elated the Ming dynasty. The inscription on 'one of them 

describes the construction of the Yung-ning-ssu Jk. $ ~ temple by Imperial re

quest and that on the other describes the reconstruction: of the Yung-ning-ssu 

temple in the 6th year_ of Hslian-te ,.& qt and also. the conquest of the Nu-erh

kan-Sea '!tX )t'. -=r- and the K'u-i =Er~ beyond the sea by I Shih-ha ~ ~ ~ who was 

Ta-chien -}( ~-"ll 

MAMIYA, believing what the natives told him, records that the monuments 

were erected by Russians. He had only a distant glance at them; it was impossible 

to read the inscriptions. Ts'Ao T'ing-chieh had access to them, and it came 

to light that they were of the Ming dynasty~ One of them is a monument 

commemorating the construction of the Yung-ning-ssu temple by Imperial re

quest in the 1 Ith year of Yung-lo ik ~'. while the other is one commemorating 

the reconstructioo. of the Yung-ning-ssu temple by Imperial request in the 6th 

year of Hsilan-te. They were transferred in 1885 to the Vladivostok Museum 

and have been preserved {here to this day. The present writer during his Man

churain journey in 1908, had the opportunity to visit the museu~ and inspect the 

1) ffUli! 1: =11 E-t~ 111. m lfil iI)i(fHHt,m n. :,'j ::E lilt m::n:ttil. ~;fr:MM. il11i-t-f& 

~ ~1:•~~~ -~••••~~ -••~~•~m••~~ •*m~~*~~~ 
JFfmi .& m 41 w~~o 
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former monument, but not the latter because it was not exhibited in the museum 

at that time. 

The Emperor Yung-lo 7.k~ of the Ming dynasty who heard from a native 

chief that Nu-erh-kan 1fX. ~ -=f was a beautiful and strategic point, sent in the 9th 

year of Yung-lo I Shih-ha a high official . with. troops and warships to co~quer 

this .region; he opened · the Nu-erh-kan-t'u-s;u tlJ.. ~ -=f JiS m in the following 

year, i:lnd founded the Yung-.ning-ssii in the nth year ·of the same era. .This 

is given in the inscription on the monument commemorating the founctrng of 

theYu:ng-ning-ssu as follows.11 "In the autumn of the uth year to the west of 

Nu-erh-kan there is a chem a post-station chosen to the left of the Mart-ching

chan f1Ji1!!'fili, The mom:itain is high and beautiful. A small shrine dedicated 

to AVALOKITESVARA (KwANNON Im if) had already been built 0111 it. This time a 

temple was bu~t with an engraven Buddha."1> The Man-~hing-chan may be 

identified as Mangatchan in D' ANVILLE's map, located on the northern edge of 
' . ' 

the mouth of the Amg1.1n river. The two characters ,fj-Jili "There is a chang,, in 

the pass.age of the inscription and "To the west of Nu-e:rh-kanthere is a cban Mt 

(post-station) chosen to the left of Man-ching-chan w.fii ~ Mi "2> do not fit the fore

going phrase or the following ; so the present writer is of the opinion that the · 

words· probably are tautological and it should be corrected to read "To the 

west of Nu-erh:-kan and to the left of Man-ching-chan."3' The hi~h hill rising 

opposite Man-chan on the other side of the Amur river in the present Tyr: the 

former site of the Yung-ning-ssu. The Nu-erh-kan cited here together with 

Man-ching-chan evid~ntly refers, not to Nu-erh-:kan in the broader sense, or 

the district; but to Nu-erh-kan in the narrowest meaning, or the point at which 

the tn-ssi; =Im ,m (Government Office) was established. The Nu,-erh-kan-tu-ssu of the 

Ming dyansty was the former site of the Tung-cheng-yiian-shuai-fu Jfl ~ Ji: Bl!I Fff 

I) -f-~~ t, il{Jl::Pi!.§i1JMnUUli;;t:ti:, 11.J f.Jiim~~,Bl!H!Hr1.f ~;tt.1:,A.m:~UHl<I 
2 ) AA Sl. =f fl!PrHli mi fUli z :ti:o 
3) ilr~=f a. mim!Mzico 
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of the Yuan dynasty. This is proved by the passage in the Liaa-tung-chih ~ -~ ~tk: 

(Bk. 9) , which .reads "The Nu-erh-kan-tu-ssii !JX g~ T· =t·JS WJ was formerly called 

Yuan-sari-wan-fu ~ ·:~ ·1-t ,r(-J. Nothing is known of the previous periods. The 

Yuan court . had the Tung-cheng-yiian-shuai-fu1>. "The shen-tao monument 

iM1 ill fil't of Prince CHA-LA-ERH ;{:L ~ilJ 1;}ij who served SHIH-Tsu Hu-PI-LIEH (KuBL!i.r) 

-m: iFll %!. &, ?..'l of the Yuan dynasty contains the following passage " As to the 

Tung:.cheng-yuan-shuai-fu, the approach to it is steep and difficult, precipitous 
I 

rocks rising at random. In mid-summer, the stream runs so that boats may be 

plied. In winter dog-sleighs may be run on the ice."2> The present writer is of 

the opinion that the name Nu-erh-kan PX 5c--=f of the Yiian_ dynasty, sometimes 

spelt 1JJ( 3l ~, referred to the district which comprised the present Tyr. The 

exact date at which this term Nu-erh-kan was changed to Santan is not known, 

but it may· be approximately set at the end of the Ming dynasty or the beginning 

of the Ch'ing dynasty. 

The present Tyr was called Santan-kowe in MAMIYA's days> and belonged, as 

at present, to the ra~ge of the Sumerenkuru (Giljak~). According to MAMIYA's 

inquiry, Santa'n was a term given to the present Olea. ' How is it, then, that the 

district Santan-kowe considered to be related to the Olea existed within the range 

of the Giljaks ? This must be a matter which occurs to every reader. The name 

Santan-koe or Santan-kowe must be a combination of the two words-Santan and · 

kowe or k:oe. What do these words ~ean then? The present writer cannot 

interpret them as Giljak words, but thinks that he can interpret them as Tungus 

words. Fist is santo in the Golde language, among the Tungus language-group, 

and .rjantu in the ·Olea language; to beat is yantnlei, and ·to. bea~ with a fist ·is· 

sjentul'e in the Olea language. These are derivatives of the word· meaning fist.3> 

In the Manchu language, the small rca·r thigh bone is caJJed santTJ. Tbis must be 

r) AA~~-~~~a~•~ ~~-~ ftS~mEft•~ 2)M~~-~---~ fil~ffl~ RI~m~fi§. 4U~*~efi*~ 
3) GRUBE: Go/disch~ WiJrterf/erzeichniss, p. 97. 
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a word of the same origin as sj'anto, sjant11 of the Golde language. Fist is solta in 

the Tungus language, accord~ng to CASTREN.2> (p. 91) so/ta being a derivative of 

sonta, a considerable phonetic resemblance between it and sjan/1-1 may be observed. 

' In the Korean language, hand is son. This is a varied ·form of sonta,-tbe ending. 

ta being omitted-probably a word of Tungus origin. The Ainus called the East 

Tartars Santa or Sarttan, but when MAMIYA investigated in their homeland, he 

found out that it was sjanta. If so, a considerable phonetic resemblance may be 

observed between this word sjanta and sjanter of the Olea language. 

Santan-kowe in MAMIYA's days in the present Tyr-the site of the Tung-cheng-

. yiian-shuai-fu in the Yuan dynasty, and of the Nu~erh-kan-tu-ssii i;{ Jl -=f ;/flS--"i:fl as 

already stated. And. if Santan in the phrase Sarttan-'-kowe may be taken as the 

Tuagus word for fist, it must· be rather· interesting here to investigate what was 

meant l!y Nu-erh-kan i}( 51! _..-f, or ~ ,r. =I:f of the Yuan and Ming dynasties. In 

the Oroche ·language, one of the Tungus language-group, .fist is nurka> m1rga.1> 

.fo the Solon language, it is nurga, nurg, nurttga.21 In the Manchu language, fist is 

nuzan, and to beat with ·a fist 1s nuza,nbi.3> This Manchu word nuzan> at first 

glance, appears to have relation to the other Tungus word nurga, but- in fact it is 

nothing but a corruption ofnurga. In some languages of this group, r g or rk oc
curring at the middk of a word is, by assimilation, reduced to one sound z or c. 

F~r instance, urka~ urko a Tungus word for gate is uron in the Manchu language. 

This is a case ~here two sounds rk in a Tungus word arc reduced to one sound c 

in the Manchu. Bar .. ~ila the Tungus word for yonder is bazila in the Manchu 

language; g11rgakta 1the Tungus for moustache is gozakta in the Manchu language. 

K11rgu the Manegir for bellows is huzukt1 iii the Manchu language. These are 

cases where the two sounds r g in the Tung us language are reduc~d to one sound z 

in the Manchu language. The stem of the word nHrga (fist) occurs in the other 

r) The Ch'ing~w'en-ht1i·sht1 fi!i :,c ~ :JI0 

-i) 0. ScHMIDT: The Langt,age of tbe Oroche, p. 48. 

3) IWANOWSKI: Mandscht1rica, pp. 50-51. 

4 ) The C h'ing·w e n-hui-shu ~- j,:_ t: Wo 
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languages of the Ural-altaic group. For instance, nyrk the Finn word for fist is 

evidently traced to the same origin as nurka the Tungus. Nidurga in Mongolian, 

nioderga;. niodaorga inBurjat1,yudurga in Turkish may be traced to the.same origin as 

n11rga the Tungus. In the light of the above examples> it may be asserted that Nu
erh-ko #$. .,r. :W of the Yuan dynasty was the transliteration of nurga, and nu-erh-kan 

of the Yuan and Ming dynasty was that of nilrkan or nurgan-the Tungus word 

meaning fist. 

As stated above, the more correct representation of Santan in the phrase 

Santan-kowe should be sjantan a Tungus word meaning fist, and nu-erh-k.'o ~ §c ~ 

or nu-erh-kan #;x. )l =f was another Tungus dialect also meaning fist. I.f this view 

should be accepted, both Santan of the Ch'ing dynasty and Nurgan of the Yuan 

and Ming dynasties were synonymous dialect words referring to the identical 

locality. Thus the fact that Nurgan and Santan, words of different periods, 

referred to the identical locality and had an identical meaning would serve at once 

to prove the adequacy of this interpretation. The reason why the district com

prising Tyr came to be named after a fist may be because the geographical feature 

of the· locality somehow reminded one of~ fist. . If one went downstream on the 

Amur from Pulu, on the eastern bank bills in succession approa.ched the edge of 

the stream, and rose higher and higher until a spot called Santan~kowe at which 

the bank, as· stated already, became a cliff abo~t a hundred feet high and below 

which it came lower and lower. So that if one stood n~ar Tyr and looked right 

and left, one would feel like standing on top of a fist. REVBNSTEIN was the man 

who described the view from the point where· the Tyr monuments stood. The 

passage in:which he describes the view from. the top of the hill will be cited here. 

"The view from the place where these relics exist is really very beautiful. To 

the south, light dark forests extend like a billowing sea, leaving the bald summits 

of the mountains. Turning to the north, the mouth of the Amgun river is dotted 

over with wood-covered deltas. And turning to the west, the Amgun rivet flows 

in the broad valley. Both banks of the river are tundras fringed behind with a 
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succession of thick forests like hedges.', Ts'Ao T'ing-chieh lf _if ?.f£. who seems to 

have looked from the river up to this spot records. "There, are marble rocks 

looming uptight on the edge of the river; They look a veritable castle-wall, over 

100 feet in _heigbt,"1> while the inscription of Prince CHA-LA-tRH ;(=L !.FJJ ii reads 

" Preciptous rocks rising at random.'' The thing which inevitably amaze? the pas

sengers passing this spot on a ship going down the Amur was the cliff looming at the 

edge of the river. If so, kowe in the phrase S,mtan-kowe must be a word related to 

. this spectacular piece of scenery. Keeping this in_ mind, one may seek the meaning 

of the word kowe. In the Uraulitinsk language, one of the Tungus group. a small 

hill is k11wdck, and the fringe of a man's skin-coat is kuwo.2> In the Manchu 

language, the fringe of a garment is krhuhe.3> The reason why the hill and the 

fringe of a garment are expressed by one and the same word is because the fringe 

of a garment is somewhat raised from the face of the stuff. This word is also 

observed in the Mongolian language. In its literary diction, river-bank and the 

fringe of a garment are called kufehe.· For instance, the river bank is miirenii kubehc 

(river's bank) and the small wall built· on the castle-wall is zotanu kubehe (castle7s 

wall).41 In the Seleginsk language, one of the Burjat group·, the ridge of a low 

mountain is gube ; in the Chorinsk language, a treeless mountain is g11be ; in the 

Xalxa language, a hill is >Ciibii; and· in the Balagansk language, it is xobo.'6J The 

stem of these words occurs in the other Ural-alta.ic languages. For instance, i~ the 

Tawgi language, one off the Samojed group, a mountain ridge is koofa; in the 

Jenisei language~ it is kuiju, kileo. 6> In the Ostjak language, a mountain is ki or ke; 

and in the Kamassin language it is kawa. Again, in-the Jenisei-Ostjak language, a 

cliff is kai, and a mountain ridge is k'ei or kel:7> Thus the stem of these words 

1) ~~~~~tt~•fiMa a~~~ 
:.? ) CASTREN, p. _8r. 

3) The Ching-z,o en -hui-shu t,f ~ t; ~" 

4) KOWALEWSKI, p. 9. · 

5) PonC:OllBUNSKJ, p. 9. 

6) CAS'l'llEN' p. 205. 

7) CASTREN, p. 71. 
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extensively occurs in the Ural-altaic languages. The original meaning was height, 

but it cama to mean mountain, hill; riv~r-bank, castle-wall; and finally the fringe 

of a garment. Kowe in the phrase Santan-kowo must be of the same form as such 

Tungus words as kuw11dek, kuwo; and it must mean a cliff here. Santan in the 

phrase Santan-kowe is, as already explained, a ·word meaning fist, but because it 

had already become a geographical term in this case, Santan-kowe must mean the 

cliff at Santan, or the Santan cliff. 

If the name Santan-kowe could be interpreted in the light of the Tungus 

language, it would appea.r quite strange that it referred to Tyr included in the range 

of the Giljaks. According to SCHRENCK, however, only the Olea, namely Santan 

people, lived at Tyr and Tyrvi, while all the villages around them were Giljaks. 

There were two families at Tyr and six families at Tyrvi. They seemed to have 

newlyimmigrated from the south.UAs already stated, Santan being a term with 

which other people referred to the _Olea, some might argue that it would not be 

strange if Tyr inhabited e~clusively by the natives of this tribe were called Santan .. 

It is too fantastic to think that Tyr was called Santan because of the eight Olea 

families who lived there, Tyr was called Nu-erh-kan "bJ. _~ -=f in the Yuan and Ming 

dynasties which implied fist in the Tungus language, the natives who inhabited 

there at that time must have been Tungus. And jf with the coming of the Ch'ing 

dynasty, the name was changed to Santan which also meant fist in the Tungus 

language, the natives introduced this name must also have been Tungus. When 

viewed in this light, it may be said that the district north of Pulu became a range 

of the Giljaks- not very long time ago, but rather in comparatively recent years. 

Though ScHRENCK regards the Olea at Tyr as new settlers) it may be more proper 

to regard them as a remnant of the people who had inhabited the district from 

ancient times. 

The present writer can cite an instance of a new tribal migration in the 

lower reaches of the Amur river from the Totatsu-kiko. MAMIYA after mentioning 

1) Die Volk.er des Amurlaniles, p. 16. 
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Santan-kowe says as follows : 

"As we sighted on the northern ba1:1,k of this place three ships of a different 

style, we asked what they were, we were told that they were Ida 1 ,P~ - men who 

lived at the source of the Honko * :., . ::1 - river and paid tribute to Russia ; they 

came down the Honko river to this place where thev built temporary huts on the 

shore in which to live while fishing. As we looked from a distance~ we cannot 

give a detailed description. The natives. who inhabit the source of the Honko 

rivet are not exclusively of this one tribe. There are many different tribes, so 

they say." 

The Honko river here refers to the. present Amgun river. It was called 

Xo~ggun.by the Golde, Xonggu by the Samagir, He~ggun by· the Manchus re

presented Heng-kun ~ ii{ in the Ch'itig-neiju-i-t'11ng-yii-ti-t'11 and Hen-ku 1l 11- or 

Hen:..ku tl t; in· the records. of the Ming dynasty. The Nigidal men c~Hed it 

Omgun.1l The present term Amgun is a corruption of Omgun. The initial sound 

of the Golde word Xonggun. was eliminated to become Onggun, the ng sound 

Onggun was changed to the m sound to form Omgun and was again corrupted to 

Amgun. 

Asto SCHRENCK's, attributing the present Nigidal to the Ida, the present writer 

has no objection, but fails to favour his interpretation of .their name. The term 

Nigidal is represented negedanzeu, Nigidal, Nigidaler; Neidalzy, Negedaz.en in Russian 

literature, but the parts following the i sound are word..:endings, the word-stem 

being nigida or negda. Ac~ording to ScHRBNCK the Giljaks call Negda Rhdy or 

Rhdyng ; as the Ainus of Karafuto corrupted this Rhdy to Rhda, and vibrated the 

initial sound rh in pronouncing the word, Rhda probably sounded Ida to MA¥riA.2> 

As to this interpretation, many obstacles would arise. This scholar says that the 

Giljaks call only.Nigida Rhdy. But is it really true? His work3> gives rhdy enj as 

1 ) 0. ScHMIDT: The Language of the Samagir., p. :z_s. 

:2) Die Volker des A.murlands, pp. 1.53-154. 

3) Die V iilker des A.murlandes, p. 476.' 
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a Giljak term for the snow-shoes of the Samagir. The Giljak word for foot'..gear 

being _enj, the word rhdy must refer to the Samagir. Now the Golde vocabulary 

collected by Grube explains rcfy-enj as the Oroche snow-shoe. Here the word rdy 

or rhcfy seems to refer to the Oroche. It may· been seen that the Giljak word rhdy 

refers not exclusively to the Nigidal, but generally to the Tungus tribes. If so;. 

how should we interpret Ida in the Totats11-kik6 !' The initial sylable ni of a word lS 

sometimes reduced to a plain i sound. A few instances may be cited from among 

the Tungus words. Fish in the Manchu language is nimaha, but imaxa in the 

Golde, showing in the Manchu language is mimarambi, but imanara in the Golde; 

dog in the Solon language is ninazin or inakin. In the language of the Koreans, the 

neighbours of the Manchus, every Chinese character with a ni sound is pronounced 

· practically with an i sound~ For instance, the correct pronunciation of El* (Japan~ 

is Nir-pon, but it is commonly pronounced Ir-pon; though the correct pronouncia

tioti of ':ff~ (the Ri $ dynasty) is ni-cyo, it really pronounced i-ryo. · From these 

.examples, it may be said that Nigida might have been corrupted to Igida. The g 

,sound between two vowels is sometimes mute ; a good example is found in the case · 

of kaghan the Mongo'lian word for emperor which is really pronounced kaan. If 

this kind of change happened to Igida a corruption of Nigida, it was pronunced 

Iida, and finally became Ida. If Ida was proved to be a corruption of Nigida, af!d 

als~ the home of this tribe was then in the upper reaches of the Amgun riv~r and 

the peopl_e came downstream to the lower reaches for fishing, ~hey were temporarily 

there, they had not settled the.re. If this was the case, it may be inferred that when, 

MAMIYA passed the mouth of the Amgun, the Ida were on the way of mi~rating 

from the mountain to the lo:wer plains. of the Amur river. It must be imagined, 

therefore, that before the Nigid~ occupied the district at the river mouth, some 

oth~r tribe had been in possession of the district. 

As to the tribe in question, nothing could be asserted because of the absence 

of literature on the subject. However, judging from the present distribution of 

natives in the lower reaches of the Amur river, the tribe which had occupied 
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this district before the Nigidal was probably the Giljaks from the north, or 

the Samagir or Olea from the south. The only means of settling this question 

. will be in studying the geographical terms of th1s district and investigating whether 

they are Giljak or Tungus words. The Ch'ing-11ei-fu-i-t'11ng-yii-ti-pi-t'u which was 

published during the reign ofthe Emperor Ch'ien-lung- ¥£ ~ based on the material 

obtained during the reign of the Emperor K'ang-hsi ~ }m, and also D' ANVILLE's 

map give the name Mangatschan on t~e left bank of the Amgun. As Dr. S. WADA ln 

lfl 1t ± has pointed out, this cqrresponds to Manching-chan rl/ii ~ -Jtli a locality re

ferred to in ~he inscription of the. Yung-ning-ssii temple of the Ming dynasty, 

and also to Mo-mo-ch.i * ~ E"° represented in the Ching-shih-ta-tien ~ 1H: * :!-U! 

of the Yuan dynasty. There is no doubt abo:ut it. Some time ago the _present 

writer published his vi.ew that Manga in Mangatschan was probably Manggu 
. . . 

the term by which the natives in the lower reaches of the .Amur referred to the 

river. Even to-day he has nothing to modify it. As to tsan the ending of the term, 

the w,riter having then arrived at no satisfactory conclusion, only promised further 

io.vestigation. He has now arrived at a proper interpretation, which will be set 

forth below. The Amur is manggu in the Oroche, Olea, and Golde languages, 

among the Tungus group, mangbo ih the Golde, Olea, Sa~agir. languages.; and 

inangg11t1, maingu, ma.mmi in the Oroche language.u The word Mangus by which 

the Oroche referred to the Golde was due to the fact that the Oroche people lived 

on the banks of the Manggu river. It is thus evident that· the Amut was called 

Manggu, Mamgu, Mammi, and also Mangmu by the people. Mangatchan in the· 

Ch'ing-pei-f11-i-r11ng-yii-ti-pi-ru and D' ANVILLE's map is rendered ~ ~ ~ ot ~ lrnJ m, 
in Chinese works. Of course, these are no doubt different transliterations of one 

and the same term, but the one nearer the original name must be 3'F IWJ 12- Now 

iii~ in ii~ frli the phrase well-known during the Ming dynasty serves as a clue in 

investigating the correct pronunciation of the original name. The two characters 

~ ~ are pronounced manokin; originally it was mangga kin, but the middle sound 

l) 0. ScHMIDT: The Language of the Orodie. p. 47. 
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gga being omitted, it came to be ;,;an-kin. * k in * .k E the name known during 

the Yiian dynasty was the transliteration of mamma which is a corruption of manggu 

explained above; the last chfl,racter E is a word-ending corresponding to ~ in iili!i 
m. If this interpretation is to be accepted, the original form of this name was 

manggakin, and was corrupted to Matnma kin, Mamma ki. Man-kin ~ m of the 
, 

I 
Ming dynasty was the transliteration of Manggakin, and iK .k Tif was that of Mam-

maki. Since the beginning of the Chcing dynasty the k sound was frequently 

gutturalized to tsch · (c). For instance, Hei-chin ~ i$ was represented ~ ~ and 

C'hi-li-mi z: .!I!~ Clzi-!ieh-mi ~ ttl i!- From this phonetic evolution, manggakin 

was later corrupted to manggatschin. ~ piiJ Iii and ~ ~ jfdµ are its transliterations, and 

mangatchan given in the Ch'i11g-neiju-i-t'ung-yii-ti-pi-t'u and D' ANVIL.LE's map is also 

a corruption of it, nangga the initial part of this word. manggakin is a corruption of 

manggu as discussed previously, while the kin the final syllable is probably a diminu

tive ending in this language. manggu implies a river; but here it is a proper name 

for the Amur river; hence manggakin affixed with a diminutive ending probably re

ferred to the Amgun river which empties itself-into the Amur_ a~ a point oppbsite 

Santan-kowe. This Amgun river is represented as Hanko river in the Totatsu-kiko. 

Hanko and Amgun sound different terms., but are real~y corruptions of one and the 

same term. Not that the name manggakJn was replaced by a new term Hongun 

* :,.; :P .. - ✓ or Amgun. The river was always called Hongun, but being smaller 

than the Manggu, it was probably called Manggakin also by the natives of the 

lower reaches of the river. It was perhaps relative to the nick-napie of the 

Hongun river that th~ post-to~n established at the mouth of this river was called 

Manggakin or Mamrriaki during the Yiian dynasty. The meanin$ of the name 

Hongiin is not yet known definitely, but certainly it is -a Tungus word like the 

name Manggalcin. Therefore, it goes without s~wing that the Tungus people who 

gave this name were not the Giljaks, but the Samagir or Olea. 

The Japanese write ;f$ ;t: anp read it Karafuto. It is not a native pronunciation, 

but really a name the Japanese gave to this island. Karafuto mean Karahito fi!f A-
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Kara 1!f (T'ang or China) and hito A (men),-namely Chinese people. In Japanese; 

· · A (man) is commonly called hito, but in a certain dialect of the north-eastern dis

trict, it is .called futo. 'fhe reason why Karafuto w;s 2alled Chinese people was 

because goods from China came into Ja pan from this direction and· this island was 

supposed to be inhabited by the Chinese. Introduction into Karafuto of Chinese 

' . comm.odities by way of· the Amur r~ver must date from very ancient times; it 

cannot be determined because ofa lack of literature on the subI~ct. According to 

the Yiian-shih Jt E:, the Emperor Shih-tsu ift fil[ of the Yuan dynasty established the . 

Tung-cheng-yiian-shuai-fu ·at Nu-erh-kan (the pi:esent Tyr) or· in .its vicinity· fo'r. 

the purpose of conquering and pacifying the natives in the lower reaches of the 

Amur river and the Ku-wei it Wi or the present Ainus in Karafuto Island.- The 

Ming dynasty followed suit, and founded the Nu-erh.;.kan-fu-ssu -b,1. ~ ~ tf5 P.1 for 

pacifying the natives in the lower reaches of the Amur and the K'u-i =;!;~ or 

Ainus in Karafuto Island. · This is given in the. records of · these days. It is 

not difficult, therefore; to suppose introduction of Chinese commodities to the 

Ainus in Karafuto may be readily supposed to date from· the Yung and Ming 

' ' 

dynasties. Ats the Ming dyna~ty went down and the Ch'ing dynasty rose, the basin 

of the Amur; came to b'e included in the Chinese ei:npire ·during the; reign of U~e 

Emperor K'ang-hsi; and . the reign of the Emperor Ch'ien-Iung marked the. cul

mination of this dynasty. When it is supposed .that during the reigns of thes~ 

two emperors, there were probably founded some government offices on. a grand 

scale corresponding to the Tung-cheng-yiian-shuai-fu of the Yuan dymi'sty or the 

Nu-erh-kan-tu-ssii f,c{5e ::P:lm µ'J of the Ming dynasty, no such recqtd is givenjn· 

history, strange to relate. Duripg this dynasty, however, a system was introduced 

to open a br~nch of the office at San-hsing.::: ft or Ninguta·$ 1i ~ in the lower 

reaches of the Amur and dispatch there some officials to pacify the natives~ receive 

their tribute, and award them rewards. The system was of a minor scale compared 

with those of the Yuan and Ming dynasties. For this. reason tWs branch is re

presented as ~a-fu ,fflt ffif- (Temporary Office) in ·the Totatsukiko by MAMIYA. Its 
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objective was in pacifying th~ natives and military and political, but its chief pur

pose being trading with the natives, it goes without saying that during this dynasty 

more Chinese goods than before came to be introduced to the Ainos in lt.arafuto. 

Such a Temporary Office the Ch'ing court founded in the basins of the Amur 

river was situated not always at one particular point, but at localities varying with 

the change of times. At the time of MAMIYA's visit to Tartary, the 'femp9rary 

Office was· at Deren · situated a great deal upstream or to the south of Kidzi. 

Prior to his time, however, the office had been open at Kidzi, as seen in the foUow• 

ing passage in the Totatsu-kiko under .:t-:;. -- (Kichi) or Kidzi. "This place is 

the former site of the Temporary Office of the Manchu court; but because of the 

development of hostilities between it and various tribes in connection with trade 

(the date unknown), it has been abolished, so l hear." From this passage it may 

be seen that the Temporary Office had been at Kidzi at an unknown date before it 

was removed to Deren. In the light of the account in the Totat.ru-kiko, the Tem

porary Office seems to have been removed to Deren direct frotll Kidzi, but really 

it had been first removecl to a place called Uehara for some time before; it went to 

Deren. This is proved by the following passage in the report by· NAKAMURA and 

TAKAHASHI. 

~• Ya wenkuru-ainu ;,- .:r. :, :!f Jv 7 1 ~, h~ of Nayoro village, is said to 

have been in Santan several times since those days. So we asked him about the 

· condition of interior Karafuto and the port of Santan, he _answered that he had 

not voyaged there during the past year or so. However, in the year 11ma -¥ past, 

towards the end of February, he had embarked with a crew of five; rowing along 

the coast of the island, and from a place called Nakko of Karafuto, crossing the 

se.i in one day to a place called Mochiffu -'£- f- o/ 7 of the Santan district,- and 

going- arm;;s the marsh., and down the river adjoining it, reaching a place called 

Kinchima of the Manko river., where they hired a native named Chou .,,_ s 9 who 

acted as interpreter for the Manchus, and going up the river, they had reached a 

place named Uehara. At this place there had arrived five ships. Two chiefs dwelt 
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on, board the. ships, but seven or eight others built a hut aL a river bank with tree 

barks..... Besides, when Yawenkuru-ainu and others had been in' the Santan 

district before, the Manchus had corne downstream as far as Kinchiina of the 

Manko river and had been engaged in trading. In recent years, however, they 

have come down orily to Uehara which is a great deal above Kinchima and so they 

go up the river from the place for trading there, so we are told ..... " 

As the date at which NAKAMURA_and TAKAHASHI set about exploring Karafuto; 

as stated already, was May 30th, the year tori gm or the rst year of Kyowa * ;fl::J 
(1801 A. D.), _it was probably about the beginning of June that they heard the 

above story from Yawenkuru•a,inu, the chief of the Ainus. The chief says that 

his last visit to Tartary was in the year uma 1:p past; it was the year tsuchinoe-uma 

il<: 1f or the 10th year of Kwansei 1,r}!;!(, three years before the 1st year of Kyowa 

(1798 A. :b.). By this year the Temporary Office of the Manchu court had already 

moved from Kinchima-more correctly, Kidzi-to Uehara. The date of the 

transference cannot be given definitely, but it is not wrong to place it to two or 

tp:ree years before the. 10th year of Kwansei. As to the position of Uehara, the 

Kiizdai-tobu-mr.mshu-t?Jinz.oku-ko ill: ft*$ tiliY f!tt ~ ~ ~lJ an article by Mr. SHIMADA 

·calls attention to the fact that the map attached to the Chinese Empire by Du Halde 

gives Outchla on the right bank of the Amur somewhat below the Tun-tun tt .ll 

river arid it is to-day called .i ;Jt ~~2>. Uehara in question must certainly be this 

Wu-cha-la. 

Under tJ !/ :JJ .- Kataka or the present . Kada :JJ tl in the Totatsu-kiko,. the 

foHowing passage occurs. '~ This place is the former site of the Temporary Offi_ce 

of the Manchu court (like Deren), (The date unknown); but because of the-develop

. ment of hostilities between it and the various natives, it has been abolish~d/' 

There is no doubt that the Temporary Office of the Manchu court was founded 

for some time at Kataka. When was it then ? The date is unknown as the 

. I) A Study of Natives in East Manchuria in Modern Times. 

:2) The Manshil~gakuho im iffl ,!}!~. Vol. V, p. 79. 
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T&tatsu-kJko itself admits. However, as already mentioned, when YAMAGUCHI Ur 

f:l and AOJIMA ff- interviewed Santan men and asked them concerning the route 

to Santan, it was the 5th year of Temmei x fl.)3; and as the Temporary Office 

seemed to be at Kinchlma or the- present Kidzi, the date of the presence of the 

office at Kataka- appears to have been previous to that year. Furthermore, the 

Chi-lin-t'tmg-chihtf#wi& (Bk. 12) has the following passage under K'u-yeh Jij[J{. 

"The K'u-yeh J$ J{ the tribe referred to in the Chih-kung-t'11 ~ A (f;d, live in 

Ya-.tan Il:Pt and Ta-li-kan ~ !R~ of the Eastern Sea Island. Every year they 

present sables to the court. They have Hala-da tt ~ (Family-heads) and Gashan-da 

~-If (District-heads) who rule their youths. As their domain is extremely far 

away, they cannot come to Ninguta .. In June,every year, officers are sent from 

Ningut:1 a·nd they re;ich the P'u;Ju fif ffr!fe. district after travelling 3 ,ooo Ii. They 

collect tribute and also divide the presents from the court."1' -K'u~yeh µf{ filj, also 

spelt J$ ]=.{ or .fill.~ is identical with :;g ~ in the inscription on the monument 

of the Yung-ning-ssu ;ik• ~ temple and a transliteration of Kughi, Kuji, referring. 

to the Ainos in Karafuto. 1f ~ is Furu 7 ,i.,, in the Totatm-kiko, both of which 

are transliterations of the present Pq.lu. The present wri(e.r is of the opinion that 

the Temporary Office was first founded at Pulu and then moved to Kataka. The 

date is not definitely known. In_ his introduction, Mr. SHIMADA, as to the order 

of transference of the Temporary Office of the Manchu court, says" The Temporary 

Office of the Manchu court was first founded at Pulu ~ ~, but ~as later moved 

to Kidzi, Deren ffi W, a point on the opposite bank of Moruki ,=c- ;i.,, ::f-, and 

Tun-tun tk .k ." -The present writer wishes to revise the list as follows:- P'u-lu, 

Kada, Uchala, a point on the opposite bank of Momki, and Tui:,.-tun. If this is 

accepted, it may be admitted that the Temporary Office of the Manchu court, 

on the whole, receded with the change of the times. The reason was, as the 

Tutatsu-kikft mentions under Kidzi and Kataka or Kada due to the development 

x) 1t~ mm Yrm Jlli~ ~ Jf!mJibzmtft~.m~:t-:f!&,~tNtUH ~,1N:M::lU!ll~-:f .m,~~zl11 
~ !& d& =Mt ii;~~$~~, 'Pi:~ 1' A,il ~ aa ~ $ r!i' m = =f .m z =ff ffi fil.5, .tt it~ 111 ~o 
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of hostilities between it and the various natives in co.nnection with trading, that is 

because it became impossible for, the Manchu court to suppress the disobedience 

and outrages of the natives. It may be supposed that when the power of the 

Manchu court was strongest, the Temporary Office· was established in the more 

northern part of the lower reaches of the Amur river ; and as it waned, this office 

was removed to the more southern localities nearer Manchuria. Therefore, the 

sites of t~e Temporary Office founded at different times in the lower .reaches of the 

Amur may be regarded as indicative of the prosperity or adversity, power or weak

ness of the Manchu court. 

It was under the reign of the Emperor !-;l"!ih-tsu Hu-PI-LIEH -fltffl.17.1~•?.!~ 

that the Yuan cour,t fQunded the Tung-cheng"'.yiian-shuai-fu · at Nu-erh-kan fo 

the lower reaches of the Amur river, when the dynasty was at the height of its 

power. The establishment o,f the Nu-erh-kan-tu-ssii at. this place by the Ming 

court dated from the reign of the Emperor Cheng-tsu Yung-lo ~ ifi§. ;;k ~ also 

·when the dynasty exercised greatest power~ And lt was during· the reign of the 

Emperor K'ang-hsi f~ ~ and that of the Emperor Kao-tsung Ch'ien-lung j@j * 
¥'i llt that the Ch'ing dynasty enjoyed its greatest power; and if this dynasty 

established any office for the purpose of pacifying and governing the natives in the 

lower reaches ot the Amur, it· must be supposed that the site was also at the Nu

erh-kan of the Yiian and Ming qynasties. It is extremely strange, however, that 

investigation of the literature of the Ch'ing dynasty should not reveal any account 

of opening such an office at this site during. these reigns. Despite this fact, the 

present writer firmly believes that an office of some kind,-one which Mamiya calls 

the Temporary 9ffice, was open at this locality, on the basis of a study of the signi• 

ficance the Ainos gave to the term Santan. As already stated, the phrase Santan 

men which the Ainos of t_he Hokkaido used for the Manchus reterred by no means 

to the Manchus of the Chi-Iin F.f # Province or Sheng-ching !$. }j{ Province, but to 

the Manchus dispatched to the lower reaches of the Amur by the Manchu court. 

Therefore, the term Manchus by which the Ainos of the Hokkaido referred to the 
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Santan men would have no meaning apart from the Temporary Office of the 

Manchu court fou11:ded at a place called Santati. And the phrase Santan men by 

which the Ainus in Karafuto Island referred to the various tribes inhabiting the 

lower reaches of the .Amur would hardly be understood unless it referred to the 

natives who gathered together at the Temporary Office at Santan. The number of 

· the Temporary Offices found~d by the Manchu court in the lower reaches of the 

Amur was seven as already stated-Palu, Kada, Kidzi, Deren, Utchla, Moriki, and 

Tun-tun, which are all endorsed by records. In addition to these, however; there 

was one more though unendorsed by records;-'-one alleged to have been founded 

at the Nu-e.rh-kan of the Yuan and Ming dynasties, or the present Tyr during 

powerful reigns of the Emperors K'ang-hsi and Ch'ien-lung. Tyr is reprt:sented 

as Te-lin !r---1 t~ in the Hsi-pi-li-tung-p'ien-chi-:Jao ~ lt f.lJ JiR ffl *ri ~ by Ts'Ao T'i~g

chieh 1f:@; ~- Since his visit to the ruins of 'the Yung-ning-ssil temple took 

place in the nth year of Kuang-hsii :Yt~·of the Ch'ing dynasty (1885 A. D.), Tyr as 

far back as that time, was known by practka11y the same name as the present. 

Seventy-six years before this, when Mamjya visited Tartary, this locality was 

known by the name Santan. Re-naming Santan as Tyr must have occurred 

betweenM·Mamiya's 'S visit to Tarrary and the exploration of the lower Amur region 

by Ts'AoT'ing-chieh. The most important point on this question, therefore, is to 

find out the name:: of this locality during the reigns of the Emperors K'ang-hsi and 

·Ch'ien-lung. The Ch'in,g-nei-f11-i-t11ng:Jii-ti .. pi-t't1 drawn and edited after investiga

tion contains. not the name Tyr, but the name Za.nC:,san, while D'ANVILLE's·map 

gives the name C:en Casan. Both Gafan in the phrase Zan Gasan and Casan in 

the phrase Cen Ca§an mean village: so zan or cen (can) must be the proper name. 

As Santa in the Ainu language is a corruption of Sjanta in the Santan language, 

:fan in the Ch'i11g-neift1-i-tt111g-yii-ti-pi-t'11 and can (cen) in D'ANVILLE's map may be 

regarded as an abbreviation of Sjanta. It is probable· that, in the powerful reigns 

of the Emperors K'ang~hsi and Ch'.ien-lung, the present Tyr was thus called Sjanta 

or Sjanto and here was established the Temporary Office of the Manchu court to 
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which the Ainos in Karafuto Island as well as the natives of the lower reaches of 

the Amur proceeded to pay tribute and receive gifts from the court. The natives 

who lived in Sjantan being the Olea, all the ranges of this ~ribe probably came to 

be called Sjarttan by other tribes. It is not cleat when the Ainus began to pay 

tribute to the Temporary Office established at Sjantan. However, the appendix to 

the Totatsu-kiko says, "The date is not known, but probably it was the 12th or 

13 th year of Ch'ien-lung. When the Manchu brocade _in the possession· of a native 

of Karafuto was examined, thei;e was a piece of yellow paper the Manchus attached 

to it, which was marked the 12th year of Ch'ien-!tm,g. 1t L; c,::nuin, therefore, that 

the Ainos of Karafuto Island paid tribute to the Temporary Office in the r 2.th year 

of Ch'ien-/ung. This year cannot be set as the £rst year that the Ainos proceeded 

to the Temporary Office ; . but their first v-isit there had taken place some time 

before this year, during the first year of Ch'ien-lung . . 

It is hoped that the origin ~nd the development of ~antan have beeri made 

clear in the foregoing. Before dosing this article~ ·the writer wishes to solve 

the Janto problem which he ha! left untouched as a difficult- one. As already 

proved, Santan . was a geographical term referring to the present Tyr during a 

period of the Ch'ing dynasty, but bec~use of the Olea people who lived there, the · 

Giljaks and Ainos later came to extend the term to mean the people and also all 

the districts they inhabited. The correct pronunciation of San.tan was· Sjantu, 

but Giljaks corrupted it to Iantu and the Afoos Santa,,, Santan. The Giljaks had 

first called the Olta Orongr (the Russians call them Orlich), but later came to call 
. . 

them Iantu also ; ·among this people the Olea were called either Orongr or Iantu. 

The Russians who failed tQ understand the real situation rashly took the two terms 
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as the Giliak terms for two different tribes. Therefore, Ialdnf arranged in order 
the natives inhabiting the lower Amur region~Iant, Orlich, Giljaks, while Schenck 
mentioned in order the Oreich, Iant, Tscholdok. The former ment'ions the Iant 
referring to the Olea and the Orlich tautologically, but omits the Tscholdok or the 
Golde, while the latter includes the Tscholdok, b-qt renders.the Iant superfluous. 


